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Abstract. We give the syntax and semantics of a language for expressing recursive systems of 
flowgraph equations. The flowgraphs may have "GOTO" nodes, i.e., nodes which represent edges 
external to the flowgraph, but which may become internal if the flowgraph is composed with 
other flowgraphs. This requires the use of continuation semantics. We give an elementary proof 
that the language we use to express flowgraphs, containing iteration, pairing, and composition 
operators, is sufficient to do so. Continuation semantics i then defined via this language. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to give an elementary constructive proof of a theorem 
on the representation f accessible directed graphs that is an analog of a theorem 
of Elgot's [4], and to use this theorem to give a continuation semantics for systems 
of recursive flowgraphs that may have "GOTO" nodes. In spirit it is an extension 
of the work of ADJ [15], and applications of this work for compiler correctness 
proofs are given in [3]. We extend the ADJ work in two ways, which we hope will 
make the algebraic approach to compiler correctness attractive as something more 
than a method only to be used for the smallest of languages. First, we allow 
flowgraphs to have "GOTO" nodes, which indicate transfer of control possibly 
outside the flowgraph in which they occur. When two such flowgraphs are composed, 
various 'hookups" may have to be effected; and a flowgraph may be 'stored': 
associated with a function that maps its nonexit nodes to locations. Since GOTOs 
are allowed, we give a continuation semantics, and show the relation to direct 
semantics for the labels of the nodes of the flowgraphs. Second, we consider recursive 
systems of flowgraph equations, corresponding to translations of recursive pro- 
cedures in a programming language. 
There are several versions of algebraic flowgraph languages. Generally, what we 
have called flowgraphs are called flowchart schemes, flowchart program schemes, 
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or just schemes, give or take particulars of definition in [1, 5, 6, 7, 11]. The word 
'scheme' is used by some authors to emphasize the syntactic nature of these objects; 
since we only discuss them as elements of a language, this seems unnecessary in
the present context. There are two important features of the class of flowgraph 
languages employed here. First, for a given base alphabet F of primitive flowgraphs 
the set of F-flowgraphs is closed under the operations of composition, iteration, 
and pairing as defined below. As [15] says, "that these (along with base operations) 
are the essential operations on charts is a key observation of Elgot [4]". What varies 
among authors is number of exits permitted for primitive flowgraphs (generally, 
1, 2, or arbitrary n), the exact definition of the iteration operators (scalar or vector), 
and the question of accessibility of nodes (from begin node(s) and/or to exit 
node(s)). The second important feature is that arbitrary graphs (modulo differences 
in accessibility and multiplicity of entrances/exits) be representable in the language. 
Together these features ensure a sort of necessity and sufficiency for the constructs 
in an ALFL (algebraic flowchart language). 
The semantics for flowgraphs we give requires continuations [10, 11, 13, 14, 16] 
since arbitrary GOTOs are allowed within flowgraphs. An early discussion of the 
idea of continuations i [11]. Using continuation semantics i  well established in 
the denotational semantics (Scott-Strachey) school of programming language 
semantics [10, 12, 14]. Sethi [13] gives a very nice explication of the use of continu- 
ations in a flowgraph-like format. Most uses of continuation semantics deal with 
source language constructs requiring continuations, while target languages are given 
operational semantic descriptions. There is no particular eason this should be; in 
fact, [2] is an exception to this in that its author discusses both operational and 
denotational/continuation semantics for a target language. In this paper we develop 
an idea mentioned in passing in [8]: the use of continuations in an algebraic 
semantics framework. 
The structure of this paper is as follows. We start in Section 2 with definitions of 
stored flowgraphs and the operations on them that we shall use in the subsequent 
sections. Following this we shall give the statement and proof of the representation 
theorem in Section 3, which allows us to define an algebraic flowchart language. In 
Section 4 we shall present recursive systems of flowgraphs via their representations 
in the flowchart language. Section 5 gives the semantics of systems of flowgraph 
equations in several steps, and presents the relation between direct and continuation 
semantics. Section 6 concludes this work with a brief summary. 
2. Flowgraphs and operations on them 
In this section we define flowgraphs with GOTOs. 
Definition 2.1. A flowgraph is an ordered directed finite graph with a sequence of 
one or more nodes designated 'entrance' nodes, and a sequence of zero or more 
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'exit' nodes not necessarily disjoint from the entrance nodes such that to every node 
in the graph there is a path from some entrance node (i.e., every node is accessible 
from some entrance node) and the outdegree of each exit node is zero. By 'ordered' 
it is meant that for each node with nonzero outdegree, the set of edges with that 
node as source is ordered. The set of nodes of a flowgraph f is denoted nodes(f); 
the set of edges of f is denoted edges(f); the ith entrance node of f is denoted 
entrance~(f); and the set of exits o f f  is denoted exits(f). As a general remark on 
notation, the jth component of any n-tuple X is occasionally written X.j. 
A flowgraph f with n entrance nodes, p exit nodes, and a total of s + p nodes is 
said to have weight s and to be an (n, s, p)-flowgraph. We also say f has input arity 
n and output arity p. 
Definition 2.2. Let F be a ranked alphabet with ranking function p such that Z c F 
and p(z)= 0 for each z c Z. Furthermore, suppose the symbol 2_~ F and p(2_)= 0. 
Then a F-labeledflowgraph is an (n, s, p)-flowgraph along with a labeling function 
labs that associates to each non-exit node of outdegree m I> 0 a symbol a ~ F such 
that p(f)  = m. 
Intuitively, the nodes labeled with symbols in Z all indicate transfer of control; 
these are the "GOTO" nodes. The nodes labeled with 2- indicate the undefined 
computation (infinite loop). The nodes labeled with symbols in F -  Z are 'operation' 
nodes. The interpretation of a flowgraph will depend on two things: an environment, 
so that the GOTO nodes may be interpreted, and an interpretation of the symbols 
in F-Z .  An example of a labeled flowgraph is shown in Fig. 1. This is a (1, 12, 2)- 
1 2 
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Fig. 1. 
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flowgraph with no GOTO nodes over an alphabet hat includes a, c, e, f, g, h, and 
i as symbols of rank one, and b, d, and TRAV as symbols of rank two. The order 
of the exit edges has been indicated where necessary. The formal symbols may be 
given the following informal interpretations: 
a"  
b: 
¢: 
d: 
e." 
f: 
g: 
h: 
i: 
k:= 1, 
(k ~< Number -sons(Node)  --> ex i t -  1, exit -2 ) ,  
Push({Node, k), Stack), 
(acond(Node) -> exit - 1, ex i t -  2), 
Node := Son(k, Node), 
Process(Node), 
{Node, k):= Top(Stack), 
Pop(Stack), 
k:= k+l .  
Under these interpretations this flowgraph TRAV may be used to process nodes in 
a tree depth-first, until a node meeting condition 'acond' is found, then quit the 
traversal and return 2 if some such node is found, and return 1 otherwise. 
Definition 2.3. A stored (labeled) flowgraph is a (labeled) flowgraph f together with 
an injection loc i :nodes(f )  - exits(f) --> Z. 
Thus, with each non-exit node of f is associated a distinct integer (location or 
address) by the function locs. In what follows, we shall use the term 'flowgraph' as 
an abbreviation for 'stored, labeled flowgraph', unless the contrary is explicitly 
indicated. It may happen that some non-exit node u of f is a GOTO node, and so 
is labeled with an integer z, and the location of some node kt of f is z : labi(v) = 
locy(~). This indicates a transfer of control from v to/~, which may be otherwise 
effected by redirecting the edges that enter v to/~ and eliminating v from f when 
this is possible. Such a process we call rectification and it is necessary in defining 
algebraic operations on flowgraphs. 
Definition 2.4. A flowgraph f is rectified if labf(nodes(f)) c~ locf(nodes(f)) = 0. 
Otherwise it is unrectified. 
In order to define a function 'rectify' that will map flowgraphs to 'equivalent' 
rectified flowgraphs, we first define a relation nexty for a given flowgraph f and its 
transitive closure. Let next~ be the transitive closure of the relation nexty defined 
on nodes(f)  thus: 
nextf = {( v, ~r)]lab,.(v) =locs(~-)}. 
Note nexty = 0just in casef i s  rectified. The situation when (v, v) ¢ next~, is analogous 
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to the program line 
A: goto A 
and (~', v )s  next~ is analogous to 
AI: goto A2, 
A2: goto A3, 
A,:  goto AI. 
Definition 2.5. Given a flowgraph f, let cycles={vlthere is a¢r  such that (z,, ¢r)~ 
next~ and (Tr, ¢r) ~ next~}, and let gotof = { v [ (z,, e) e nexty for some or} - cycley. Then 
rectify(f) is the flowgraph g that is like f except 
(1) nodes(g) = nodes(f)  - goto~-; 
(2) edges(g)= edges(f),  except each edge (z,, or) in f such that ¢r~ gotof is 
replaced by an edge (~,,/z), where /z is the only node not in gotoy such that 
( v,/z) s next;;  
(3) similarly, if the ith entrance ~, o f f  is in gotoy, then the ith entrance of g is 
/~, where/~ is the only node not in goto r such that (v,/~) ~ next~; 
(4) labg(~) = _1_ for each ~,~ cycle(f). 
We are now ready to define the basic flowgraphs over a ranked alphabet and 
operations on flowgraphs. We assume a ranked alphabet F is fixed as in the definition 
of labeled flowgraph above. There are two types of basic flowgraphs: atomic 
flowgraphs and surjeetion flowgraphs. If  a e F and p(a) = m, then the m edge, m + 1 
node graph drawn as in Fig. 2(a) is the atomic flowgraph representing a at location 
/. Here, the one entrance node is labeled a, stored at location l ~ Z; the edges leaving 
it have the obvious order; and the exit nodes are labeled 1 , . . . ,  m. If m = 0, there 
is either zero or one exit node. In the latter case, the definition constrains the exit 
to be labeled "1" and to be an entrance and this will be drawn as shown in Fig. 
2(b). In case there are 0 exits, the one node must be a GOTO node, so a ~ Z and 
it is drawn as in Fig. 2(c). The other type of basic flowgraph is the surjection 
flowgraph. As usual let [ n ] denote the set { 1 , . . . ,  n }. I fp and n are integers (1 ~< p ~< n) 
and o-: [n] --> [p] is a surjection, then the n entrance, p exit, weight 0 flowgraph with 
nodes labeled with [p] such that the ith entrance is the cr(i)th exit is the surjection 
l :a  
(a) 
l ' a  
(b) tc) 
Fig. 2(a)-tcJ. 
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flowgraph corresponding to or. Note that the edge set is empty, as is the location 
function. The identity surjection from [n] to [n] is denoted In. 
We are now able to give the definitions of flowgraph sums, products, and vector 
iterates. 
Definition 2.6. Let f~ be rectified, stored (n,  s,p~)-flowgraphs, where i e [2] and 
range(loci) c~ range(loc2) =0. Thus, no location of a node off1 is the location of a 
node off2 and vice versa. Let g be the (nl + n2, s~ +s2, pl +p2)-flowgraph which is 
the (disjoint) union of the f~ and whose sequence of entrance (and exit) nodes is 
the concatenation of the sequences of entrance (and exit) nodes off2 and f2. Then 
the sum or separated pairing off~ and f2, denoted by fx~f2 is rectify(g). 
Definition 2.7. Let f~ be as above and suppose pl = n2. Let g be the (hi, Sl+ 
s2,p2)-flowgraph made from the union of f~ and f2 by replacing each edge 
(v, exiti(fl)) by an edge (v, entrance~(f2)) and deleting the node exiti(f~), for each 
i ~ [p~]. The entrances of g are the entrances off~ and the exits of g are the exits 
off2. Then the product or composition off1 and f2, denoted by f 1 of 2 is rectify(g). 
Definition 2.8. Let f be an (n,s,n+p)-flowgraph (p>~O) and let loc i be any 
extension of lo t / to  the nodes in entrances(f)c~ exits(f). Extend lab/to lab} by 
letting lab}(exiti(f)) be loc~(entrancei(f)) or i~ [n]. Thus the label of the ith exit 
has become the location of the ith entrance, for the first n exits. If g is the stored, 
labeled flowgraph so formed, then the vector iterate off, denoted ft ,  is the (n, s, p)- 
flowgraph rectify(g). The jth exit o f f  + is the (n+j)th exit o f f  and the entrances 
off*  are as determined by 'rectify'. 
3. The representation theorem 
In this section we prove that every rectified, stored flowgraph over F can be built 
up from the basic flowgraphs using a finite number of applications of composition, 
pairing, and vector iteration. Any flowgraph that can be so constructed we call 
representable. First we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. I f  every flowgraph all of whose ntrance nodes are distinct is representable, 
then every flowgraph is representable. 
Proof. Let the sequence of entrance nodes of a flowgraph f be el, . . . .  , v., where 
there are k < n distinct entrance nodes. Let t r : [n] - ,  [k] be the surjection that sends 
i~->min{k] vi= Vk} and let s~ be the flowgraph corresponding to o-. Let the k entrance 
flowgraph f '  be the same as f, except he tr(i)th entrance o f f '  is the ith entrance 
of f. Then f l  has distinct entrance nodes; and if f '  is representable, then f is also 
representable, since f=  s~ of'. [] 
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A sort of dual to this lemma is also needed: as compositions on the left with 
mrjections are needed, so are compositions on the right. The next lemma allows us 
:o reduce the problem of representing arbitrary flowgraphs to representing flow- 
graphs with a single connected component. 
~mma 3.2. I f  flowgraphs with single connected components are representable, then 
dl flowgraphs are representable. 
)roof (Sketch). If the flowgraph f as a directed graph has components 
:5 , . . . ,  Ck (k> 1), then f is represented by (g~. .  "~)gk)oCr, where each gi rep- 
esents a component o f f  and tr reorders the exits o f f  as necessary. In this case ~, 
s used as a simple permutation. As an example consider the flowgraph in Fig. 3(a). 
['his is the sum of the four flowgraphs depicted in Fig. 3(b) composed with the 
urjection (3 1 4 2) (see Fig. 3(c)). The general situation is shown in Fig. 3(d). [] 
l 1 
a 
% /x 
-~c d 
21 
b 
4 
(,.) 
II '1 
a b 
A ~ 
i i  > 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3(a), (b). 
e 
C ii 
(c) (d) 
Fig. 3(c), (d). 
).1. Proof of the representation theorem 
We are now ready to prove the representation theorem. This theorem is similar 
o a theorem of Elgot's [4], however his is more 'semantic' in the sense that he 
)roves that every morphism in a certain category has a normal description in terms 
)f composition, iteration, etc. He is concerned with the functions denoted by the 
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flowgraphs; the result here is really a graph-theoretic result: the fact that these 
flowgraphs may be interpreted as denoting partial functions is not relevant for our 
proof. A further difference is that our basic operations are somewhat different. He 
uses a source tupling construction to do the work done by our surjections and 
composition together. 
Theorem 3.3. Every flowgraph f is representable. 
Proof. By induction on the weight s off .  Let f be an (n, s, p)-flowgraph. If s = 0, 
then f is a surjection, so we are done. Now suppose s ~ 0. We may assume by 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that f has only one component and that the n entrance nodes 
are distinct. There are now two cases to consider. Either every entrance node is the 
target of some node or some entrance node is not the target of any node. Assume 
first that the latter case holds, and let u be the first entrance node (in the sequence 
of entrance nodes) that is not the target of any node. Suppose u has m ;~ 0 targets 
u~, . . . ,  1,,, in this order. Note that m ~ 0 since f is assumed to have only one 
component (Lemma 3.2). Let f '  be the flowgraph obtained from f by deleting u and 
whose sequence of entrance nodes is obtained from the sequence of entrance nodes 
of f by replacing u by the subsequence p~, . . . ,  Urn. Thus, f '  has a length n + m - 1 
sequence of entrance nodes and weight s - 1. The general situation is shown in Fig. 
4. Assume inductively that f '  is representable and let f~ be the basic flowgraph 
representing lab(u). Then f is representable since ~f= (lk_lt~f,,~])I,,_k)°f ', as  can 
be proven using the definitions of pairing and composition. 
k~l  li 
Y 
A 
Yl Y., 
.t 
n~k 
p. 
Fig. 4. 
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The other case to consider is that every entrance node is the target of some internal 
node. By Lemma 3.1 we may assume that f has distinct entrance nodes. Let f '  be 
obtained from f by adding n new exit nodes ~:~,..., ~:,, and, for each entrance node 
vi, replacing each edge (Tr, us) by (~r, ~ci). The sequence of exit nodes in f '  is ~:~,..., ~:, 
concatenated with the sequence of exit nodes off. We now obtain f"  by disconnecting 
the n entrance nodes from f', as we obtained f ' from f by disconnecting one entrance 
node in the previous case. Note that f"  will have weight s -n  and input arity 
i~ ~ p (lab(entrancei (f))). Suppose inductively that f"  is representable and let f~ (i 
[n]) be the basic flowgraphs representing lab(entrance~(f)). Then f is representable 
since f is ( ( f~- - -  ~f,)of")*. Fig. 5 shows a picture of the construction. [] 
3.2. Discussion of the representation theorem 
That every rectified stored flowgraph can be built from the basic flowgraphs using 
the operations of pairing, composition, and vector iteration motivates the definition 
of a flowgraph language. Then the representation theorem takes the form: every 
flowgraph over F may be represented by an expression in the flowgraph language. 
Let F be an alphabet ranked by p, so F is the disjoint union F = (.. J~ Fi, where 
Fi = {)' e F J p (T) = i}. Also Z __ Fo and _L ~ Fo. Then we have the following definitions. 
Definition 3.4. ALFLr is the countable union [-J~>l.p~>o ALFL(r~'P) where, for each 
n, p,.ALFL(r "p) is the least set such that 
Z w {±} _ ALFL<: '°) (GOTO expressions), 
Fp _ ALFL(: 'r) (atomic expressions), 
{(ml • •. m, ) [{ml , . . . ,  m,,}=[p], p >1 1}_c ALFL(r ~'p) ( surjections ). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Furthermore, for all p, q, r, s, t, n ,m e N, i fa  ~ ALFLCr p'q), fl E ALFL~ 'r), T E ALFL~ '°, 
and 8 ~ ALFL(r ''"+m), then 
a o f l  E ALFL  (p'r), 
a ~ T ~ ALFL~ e+~'q+t), 
8 t ~ ALFL(r n'm). 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Definition 3.5. The expressions in ALFLr that are so by virtue of (1)-(3) are called 
basic flowgraph expressions. The elements of ALFL~P "p) are called n entrance, p exit 
flowgraph expressions. 
For a flowgraph expression E, let nodes(E) denote the set of occurrences of basic, 
nonsurjection subexpressions of E, and let storages(E) denote the set of injections 
from nodes(E) to 7. Then each flowgraph expression E represents a function from 
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Fig. 5. 
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Bas ic  ~ ALFLr 
~ INTERP 
G 
Fig. 6. 
storages(E) to stored flowgraphs over F. Obviously, when such a function is applied 
to a storage, the result is a stored flowgraph, so storages for flowgraph expressions 
play an analogous role to the loc-function associated with a stored flowgraph. 
Another way of describing ALFLr is to say that it is the free S-sorted algebra 
generated by certain operators and basic elements (0-ary operators), where S = 
N + x N. The carrier of sort (p, q) ~ S is ALFL~e.q). The basic elements are given with 
their sorts in (1)-(3) above. There are three (infinite) classes of operators. The set 
of composition operators i  {o(p.q.,)] (p, q), (q, r)~ S}. Similarly, the pairing operators 
S}. The are {~¢p.q,s.,)] (P, q), (s, t)~ S}, and the iteration operators are {(~.p)](n, p) 
types of these operators are: 
ALFL(r "q) ALFL~")~ ALFL¢r p'r), (4a) O(p,q,r ) " X 
:ALFL(r p'q) ALFL~'°-> ALFL(r p+*'q+°, (5a) (p,q,s,t) X 
+ : ALFL(r n'n+p) ~ ALFL~r "p) (6a) (n,p) 
We may use the fact that ALFLr is freely generated from the basic flowgraph 
expressions (Basic) by the flowgraph operators to define an interpretation function 
that maps flowgraph expressions to the functions from storages to flowgraphs they 
represent. Since ALFLr is free, given any other S-sorted algebra G, and a map ~7 
from the basic flowgraph expressions to G, there is a unique map INTERP that 
preserves the operators uch that the diagram of Fig. 6 commutes. The class FGr 
of functions from storages to flowgraphs over F is such an algebra. Therefore, when 
we take 7/:Basie-~ FGr to map the basic flowgraph expressions to corresponding 
functions from storages to basic flowgraphs, we have uniquely defined INTERP; 
moreover, the diagrams in Fig. 7(a)-(c) commute. 
ALFLr x ALFLr 
~rr~RP~ ~ INT~RP 
FGr x FGr 
(a) 
Fig. 7(a). 
ALFLr 
~ INTERP 
FGr 
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ALFLr x ALFLr ~ ALFLr 
INTERP INTERP INTERP 
FGr x FGr 
(b) 
, FGr  
t 
ALFLr ) ALFLr 
INTERP~ I INTERP 
FGr )FGr  
t 
(c) 
Fig. 7 (continued) (b), (c). 
We may now paraphrase the statement of the representation theorem thus: 
INTERP has a right inverse. We call this right inverse REP. Observe that REP is 
not also a left inverse of INTERP since many flowgraph expressions may represent 
the same element of FGr. 
We now turn to the problem of giving semantics for recursive systems of flowgraph 
equations. 
4. System of flowgraph equations defined 
Fix a ranked alphabet F = UFi as above. Let V = { V1, . . . ,  Vk} be a finite set of 
symbols disjoint from F, also ranked by the function p. 
Definition 4.1. A system offlowgraph equations over F with variables V is a sequence 
of pairs ((Vl,f~),. . . ,  (Vk,fk)) where for each i, 1 ~ i~ < k, there is a p such that the 
rank p(V~) of the symbol V~ is p and there is an s such that f~ is a (1, s, p)-flowgraph 
over F•  V. Every system of flowgraph equations corresponds to a system of 
equations of ALFLr~,v expressions (by mapping each fk to REP(fk)). To give the 
semantics for a system of recursive flowgraph equations, we have to solve them, 
i.e., find some sequence of functions that satisfies them. It is not incorrect intuitively 
to identify a solution or interpretation with a tuple of sets of paths through the 
given flowgraphs. In order to do this, we must 'break them down' into tree equations, 
so that we may make use of well-known techniques for solving such equations. 
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The central point is the necessity to eliminate iterations. In order to do this we 
make the observation that S is a solution for the equation 
X tn'p) = at (7) 
if and only if it is also a solution for 
X=ao(XO)  Ip)o(1 2. . . p 1 2 . . .  p). (8) 
To aid the intuition, the pictures corresponding to (7) and (8) are shown in Fig. 8. 
In other words, S must be a fixed point of an 'unwinding' function. 
X: 
P 
X: 
P 
p 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 8(a) The picture corresponding to equation (7). (b) The picture corresponding to equation (8). 
4.1. Breaking flowgraph equations down: An example 
To show the process of breaking down recursive flowgraph equations to tree 
equations we start with an example. Suppose we have flowgraph variables V1 and 
V2 of output arities 1 and 2, respectively and let the symbols a, b, c in F have arities 
3, 2, and 1, respectively. We want to solve the system of flowgraph equations hown 
in Fig. 9. In ALFL, this is VI =(ao((Vtob*)~ V2E)c)o(1 1 2 2))*, V2 = bo(c~ V~). 
a 
v, +-  
b 
c v, 
Fig. 9. 
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The pair of functions that can solve these equations can be found using some 
auxiliary definitions. Let 
V~, = (a o (( V, o b*) t~ V2~ c) o (1122)), 
V~ =b*. 
Then using (8) and the fact that V~ = V~, to solve the original two equations for Vt 
and V2, we need only solve the following equations without "*"" 
I/1= V~,o(V~l,)o(1 1), 
V,~=(ao(( V~o Vo)~ V2t~ c)o(1122)), 
Va=bo(Va~I~)o(11), 
V2 = bo( V,). 
The corresponding directed acyclic graphs are shown in Fig. 10. 
b 
a b 
Fig. 10. 
4.2. A function to eliminate iterations from equations 
The preceding example will motivate the definition of a function which maps a 
system of flowgraph equations with flowgraph variables V to a system of equations 
not containing any iterations, with variables V u X, such that the solutions for V 
in the second system are also solutions for V in the first. To make the specification 
of the function as simple as possible, it has the effect of breaking down the equations 
as far as is possible. Therefore, for example, the equation V~ = a o/3 will be broken 
down to the set of  three equations { V~ = V. o V~2, V.  = a, V~2 =/3}, o f  which set the 
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latter two may be broken down again. This process will happen whenever the 
expression on the right-hand side is not basic, whether or not it has an occurrence 
of ,,t,,. The algorithm really only progresses in the goal of,eliminating iteration 
operators when it uses (8) to reduce an equation V~--a* to V~-- 
a o (V~ Ip)o (1 2" • • p 1 2- • • p). The function is "New_equations_set", and it maps 
sets of equations to sets of equations using the function "Newequat ions",  which 
maps a single equation to a set of equations. The definitions are as follows. 
Function New_equations_set (Set.of_equations: Equation_set): Equation_set; 
tegio 
New_equations_set := U {New_equations(S)} 
S~ SeLof_equations 
end; 
Function New_equations (S: Equation): Equation_set; 
(* Assume S is the equation g~ = ei *) 
begin 
if e/is a basic expression 
then New_equations := { V~ = ei} 
else 
if e i = OtO~ 
then New_equations :={ V~ = V~I ° I//2} u New_equations_set ({ V~1 = a, 
i f  ei -- a (~ ~] 
then New_equations :={ V/= V~ ~ V~2} u New_equations_set ({ V/1 -~- t~, 
else 
if e~ = a t (* assume at  has output arity p *) 
then New_equations 
:= New_equations u ( V~ -- a o ( V~(~ Ip) o (1 • • • p 1 • -- p)) 
end. 
For a proof  of termination and correctness of these algorithms ee [3]. 
So far what we have done with the systems of flowgraph equations is entirely 
syntactic. To review, we have shown how systems of recursive flowgraphs may be 
represented using an algebraic flowgraph language augmented with variables which 
are thought ofas ranging over single entrance, multiple xit flowgraphs. Furthermore, 
a system S of equations can be broken down to a derived system T of trees with 
internal nodes labeled only with "o" and " (~" so that (1) all occurrences of  the 
iteration operator are eliminated; (2) the trees all have depth one or zero; and (3) 
if S has k equations, then the first k components of a solution for T are a solution 
for S. We now move on to semantic matters: the solutions for the derived system 
of trees and the functions they denote. 
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5. Continuation semantics 
5.1. Informal description 
Throughout the discussion up to this point, we have had in the back of our mind 
several points on the interpretation of the function symbols with which we have 
been dealing, which will be made explicit presently. First, flowgraphs denote func- 
tions from a set S of states to a set O of outputs, given the various continuations 
of computation at its exits. The continuations at the exits themselves map states to 
outputs, and examples of these exit continuations are: normal terminations; abnor- 
mal terminations (error reporting, etc), and the interpretations of GOTOs. The states 
are thought of as machine states and so may not be monolithic in nature, but may 
have many components and a good deal of internal structure. For example, some 
components of the machine state may be themselves stacks or trees or even other 
machines. Outputs are typically different from states, and as an example of what 
we have in mind, may be projections from some component(s) of the state, for 
example an output ape. We assume that there is a distinguished output -1-o denoting 
the 'error' output; this is a formal device for expressing the possibility of a nonter- 
minating computation on some input state or. In this case, the image of a state ~r 
under the function denoted by some flowgraph is -l-c> For the record, a function 
from S to O is called a continuation; the set of continuations (when S and O are 
fixed) is denoted C. The constant continuation Act ~ S.±o will be denoted -l-co,t. 
Note that the functional type of a flowgraph is dependent on the number of exits 
it has: a p-exit flowgraph denotes a map from p-tuples of continuations to continu- 
ations. Thus, given p continuations, the interpretation of a (single entrance) flow- 
graph is a function from S to O. This is consistent with the fact that flowgraphs 
'come with' exits in the sense that a flowgraph is not well-formed if there are edges 
without nodes for targets, even though the target of an edge may be an exit node. 
Exit nodes themselves are interpreted as continuations. Thus an exit node labeled 
Stop might be interpreted as the continuation that maps any machine state to its 
output-tape component. The interpretation of multiple entrance flowgraphs is uni- 
form with the single entrance ones: an n-entrance flowgraph is interpreted as an 
n-tuple of functions. 
5.2. Relation between direct and continuation semantics 
Assume a ranked alphabet F is fixed as usual. The interpretation of a p-ary symbol 
in F will be a function from p-tuples of continuations to continuations. There is a 
simple relation between the possibly more intuitive 'direct' semantics for function 
symbols in F and the 'continuation' semantics we shall give here. If f is a unary 
function symbol in F and its direct semantics as a state-to-state function is Ilfll o: s - ,  
S, then its continuation semantics is 
Ilfllc : c :  X .c(llfllo( )). 
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For example, suppose f is the symbol x := x + 1. The intuitive direct semantics of f 
is the function of state or that returns tate r, where ~" is like or, except he x component 
of ~" is incremented by one. The continuation semantics of f is the function of 
continuations that takes a continuation c and returns the continuation c' such that 
c'(or) = c(7-), where z is like or, except he x component of z is incremented by one. 
In the n-ary case, the duality (in the categorical sense) between direct and 
contiiauation semantics becomes clearer. In direct semantics, function symbols in F 
are interpreted in a F-coalgebra, whereas in continuation semantics, function sym- 
bols are interpreted in a F-algebra. That is, i f fe  Fn, then 
Ilfllo: s-, E (s), 
i= l  
where ~=1 (S) denotes the n-fold coproduct of S. In continuation semantics the 
'arrows are turned around', so 
Ilfllc I1 (c)-, c. 
i= l  
For example, the direct semantics of a (2-exit) conditional, i.e., a binary symbol in 
F, might be to take a state or and if the conditional evaluates to true, return the pair 
(fl(or), 1), otherwise return (fo(or), 0). The corresponding continuation semantics i  
a function of two continuations that returns a continuation: 
[Aor.C~(fl(or)) i fCond evaluates to true, 
IICondllc(G, c~) = ~ [ C2(fo(or)) otherwise. 
5.3. A partial order on continuations, with least upper bounds 
We conclude this section by putting a very natural ordering on the class of 
interpretations of single entrance flowgraphs over F, then generalizing the ordering 
to n-entrance flowgraphs, for each n. 
Definition 5.1. If c~ and Ce are continuations S-> O, define the relation "~<" on 
continuations by 
cl <~ c2 iff cl(or) # ±0 implies cl(or) = c2(or) for each ore S. 
Proposition 5.2. The relation "~<" defined above on continuations i a partial order. 
Proof. Reflexitivity is clear. For antisymmetry, suppose (a) c l (o r )# lo  implies 
cl(or) = c2(or) and (b) c2(or) ~ ±0 implies cl(or) = c2(or). Then, for any or, if cl(or) 
±o,  then cl and c2 agree on that tr by (a); and if c~(or)= ±o, then c~ and c2 agree 
on that or by the contrapositive of (b). For transitivity suppose cl ~< c2 and c2 ~< c3. 
Now if cl(or) # ±o, then cl(or) = c2(or) # ±0 since cl ~< c2; therefore, c2(or) = cs(or) 
since c2 ~< c3, so we may conclude that c~ <~ c3. [] 
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At this point we define the obvious 'derived order', depending on "<~ ", on maps 
from p-tuples of continuations to continuations. 
Definition 5.3. Let f and g be maps from p-tuples of continuations to continuations, 
where continuations are ordered as above by"  <~ "'. We say (using "' ~<" ambiguously) 
f~  g if and only if for all p-tuples of continuations (c~, . . . ,  c~,), f ( c~, . . . ,  cp)<<- 
(C l , . . . ,  cp). This freedom with notation will be carded even one step further: i f f  
and g each map p-tuples of continuations to n-tuples of continuations, we shall 
say f~< g just in case, for all 1 <~ i <~ n and all p-tuples of continuations (c~, . . . ,  cp), 
f ( c l , . . . ,  Cp) . i<~g(c~, . . . ,  Cp).i. We remark that this order is simply the ordering 
'lifted' from the codomain of the functions. 
We will need the following standard theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. In the poset o f  continuations as given above, with the given ordering, 
every chain c~ <~ • • • Ck <~ • " "has a least upper bound. 
Proof. We define a continuation c and show that it is in fact the least upper bound 
of the chain. 
-1-o if ci(tr)= ±o for all i, 
c(cr) = ck(tr) if ck is the least in the chain such that Ck(Cr) # ±o.  
C is an upper bound for the chain since, if ck(cr) # ±o,  then there is a least i ~< k 
such that, for all n ~> i, c,(tr) = a # ±o, so c(cr) = a = Ck(tr). I f  C' is any other upper 
bound for the chain and if c(cr) = a # ±o,  then, for some k, Ck(tr) = a, SO, since we 
suppose Ck <~ C', C'(tr) = a, thus c~ < c'. This establishes that the least upper bound of 
the chain exists and is equal to c, and the theorem is proved. [] 
Definition 5.5. If C is a chain of continuations under the ordering given above, 
[..3 C denotes the least upper bound of (7. 
Use of this theorem will be made via the following result. 
Corollary 5.6. I f  f~ <~ • • " <- fk <~ " " " is a chain o f  functions f rom p-tuples o f  continu- 
ations to n-tuples o f  continuations, then this chain has a least upper bound. 
Proof. The least upper bound F is given by 
( F(c~, . . . ,  cp) ) , i=~J{( f j (c l ,  . . . ,  cp)).i}je,o [] 
5.4. Functions computed by ALFL expressions 
In this section and the next we shall give the definition of an interpretation of a 
system of flowgraph equations. As is usual, the definition involves a sequence of 
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approximating interpretations, given in stages. We start by giving the interpretation 
of each stage, which is a tuple of binary trees. The tuple of binary trees at stage 0 
is the system of tree equations corresponding to the given system of flowgraph 
equations, as described above. We start by defining the interpretation of a single 
tree in the lifted flowgraph domain At(V). The formal definition of a lifted flowgraph 
domain is as follows. 
Definition 5.7. Let S = N + x N and, for each n and p, let T (n'p) be the set of sequences 
(il, • • •, in) such that { i~, . . . ,  in} = [p]. I f F  is a ranked alphabet and V is the disjoint 
union V0 u VI ~ • • • of countable sets of variables, then the liftedflowgraph domain 
Ar(V) is the free S-sorted ,Y-algebra generated by V, where the signature `Y is: 
(1) constant symbols of sort (n, p) are T ('p) u F u Vp if n = 1; Z u {±} if (n, p) = 
(1, 0); and T ("'p) otherwise; 
(2) for each n, p, q a function symbol %.p.q of sort (n, p), (p, q) -~ (n, q); 
(3) for each nl, p~, n2, P2 a function symbol ~ ,,,pl,n~,r2 of sort (n~, pt), ( n2, P2) -> 
(nl + n2, Pl +P2). 
We now define the interpretation relative to a F-coalgebra A of a tree in the lifted 
flowgraph domain Ar(V). The interpretation map will be a ` y-homomorphism from 
Ar(V) to another `y-algebra B. We shall make use of the fact that Ar(V) is freely 
generated, so that from At(V)  there is a unique ` y-homomorphism/~ to any other 
X-algebra B, that extends any given map h : V--> B. First we give the Z-algebra B, 
then the map/~: Ar( V)-~ B. 
Definition 5.8. If A = (A, IA) is a F-coalgebra and O is a pointed set (set with 
distinguished element ±o),  an (A, O)-continuation is a map c: A--)O. If A = O, an 
(A, O)-continuation may be called simply an A-continuation. When A and O are 
understood, (A, O)-continuations may be called just 'continuations', and -l-~o,t 
denotes the (A, O)-continuation Aa.±o. 
For the rest of the paiaer we assume that we have fixed a pointed set O and 
continuations have that O as codomain. Given a F-coalgebra A = (A, IA), let AOC 
be the set of (A, O)-continuations, and let 'assign' be the set of functions from 
7-~ AOC. An element 8 of 'assign' assigns to each GOTO node a continuation. 
Then we have the following definition. 
Definition 5.9. The flowgraph interpretation algebra corresponding toA is the S-sorted 
,Y-algebra B = (B, IB), where the carrier B (n'p) of sort (n, p) is the set of functions 
from assign to n-tuples of p-ary functions from AOC to AOC and IB is as follows: 
(1) i f f~Z,  then IB ( f ) (8 )= 8(f ) ;  
(2) if f=  ±, then Ia(JO(8) = -l-~,nt; 
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(3) otherwise, i f fe  Fp, then 
Iz( f )(8)  = Acl , . . . ,  cp.Aa.ci(a') where IA(f)(a) = (a', i); 
(4) i f f  is the symbol (ia • • • i,) in T {'') of sort (n,p), then 
Is(f)(8) = X(c l , . . . ,  cp).(c,,,..., c,.); 
(5) i f f  is the composition symbol %,p,q and a e B (''') and/3 e B (p'q}, then 
Is(f)(a,  /3)( 8)= a(8)o/3(8); 
(6) finally, i f f  is the summation symbol @ ,,,p~ ,,:.p~ and a e B <", 'P,) and/3 e B (~:'p~), 
then 
Is ( f ) (a , /3) (8)  = a(8)~)/3(8). 
For clarity we make explicit he intention of the operators on the right-hand sides 
in the last two cases. I f f  is a function D ~ ~ D~ g is a function D p -~ D q, and h is 
a funct ion  D" ~ D ", then by fo g we mean the function 
fog:  D" --> D q" (d~,.. ., d, ,)~g(f((d~,..  . , d,))) 
and by f~ h we mean the function 
f~  h" Dn+r-> DP+~: (d , , . . . ,  a,+,),.-->(a~,..., a' ,+~), 
where d[ is ( f (d l , . . . ,d , ) ) . i  for l<~i<~p and d'+k is (h(d,+l,. . . ,d,+,)).k for 
l~k<~s. 
At this point we have defined a flowgraph interpretation algebra B, which is an 
S-sorted If-algebra. As outlined above, in order to give interpretations to each of 
the elements of Ar(V),  the free S-sorted Z-algebra generated by V, we need only 
to specify a map h from V to B. The interpretation of any arbitrary element of 
At(V)  will then be/ l ( t ) ,  where/~ is the unique Z-h0momorphism from At (V)  to B. 
Def in i t ion 5.10. Let A be a given F-coalgebra, and let B be the S-sorted flowgraph 
interpretation Z-algebra corresponding to A. The A-interpretation of At (V)  is the 
unique ,~-homomorphism/~ extending 
h : V--> B: v~--> A8 ~ assign.A(c~,..., cp).±~ont 
for each p, for each rank p variable v e V. Note that technically, h is an S-indexed 
family of maps, although the variables are only of sorts (1, p), for each p, and not 
generally of sort (n,p) when n # 1. That is, if we denote h by {h('P)l(n,p)e S}, we 
have n ~ 1 implies h ("'p)= lb. The map h is  sometimes denoted in 'exfix' notation as 
[I-IIc( ( )=ll llc) where C should suggest 'continuation'. The arguments 
to elements of (functions in) B are often written between angle brackets: 
]lallc(8)(c~,..., c~,) for example, refers to a map from S to o. 
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5.5. Solutions of systems of flowgraph equations 
In this section we complete our discussion of recursive flowgraph semantics. The 
strategy will be first to show that a system of flowgraph equations E determines a 
function/~ from tuples of flowgraphs to tuples of flowgraphs. Then we show that, 
for a derived partial ordering "~"  on the interpretations of tuples of flowgraphs, 
/7 is an increasing function. Finally we use the theorem on the existence of least 
upper bounds of chains of continuations from above to show the existence of 
solutions of flowgraph equations. 
5.6. An increasing function on continuations 
Let E = (( V~, f~),. . . ,  ( Vk, fk)) be a system of flowgraph equations over F. We want 
to define a function /~ from Ar({V~,.. . ,  Vk}) to itself that corresponds to the 
simultaneous substitution for each occurrence of flowgraph variable V~ in a tree in 
Ar({ V~,.. . ,  Vk}), the tree corresponding to f~. Furthermore, we wish to show that 
for any element t of Ar({V~,.. . ,  Vk}), Iltllc II/ (t)llc, where "~<" is a partial 
order on B, an interpretation algebra for Ar({V~,.. . ,  Vk}). We start by defining 
this ordering. 
Definition 5.11. Let A be a given F-coalgebra, and let B be the S-sorted flowgraph 
interpretation Z-algebra corresponding to A. Define "<~" on B by: a(n'P) ~ < b (n'p) iff, 
for all c~, . . . ,  cp : A --> O, 8 ~ assign, and 1 <~ i ~< n, 
a ( 'P ) (8 ) (c , , . . . ,  cp).i ~ b(n'P)(t~)(Cl,..., cp).i. 
Now we give the definition of the function /~ corresponding to a system of 
equations E. 
Definition 5.12. Let E =((Vl,f~),..., (Vk,fk)) be a system of flowgraph equations 
over F. /~ is a function from Ar({ VI , . . . ,  Vk}) to itself defined by 
If~ if a= V~(l<-i<-k), 
/~(a) = ~a if a is a lea fs  Vi, 
~*(/~(/3),/~(y)) i fa - - * ( f l ,  3')(* =oor*=@) .  
In other words, if E is viewed as a function from {V~,. . . ,  Vk) to the S-sorted 
Z-algebra Ar((V1, . . . ,  Vk}), if, is the unique Z-homomorphism that makes the 
diagram in Fig. 11 commute. 
{V I , . . . ,  Vk} ' Ar({V~,.. . ,  Vk}) 
Fig. 11. 
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In order to prove our desired result, that, for any t ~ Ar (V), IIt II c ~ II/~ (t)II c, we 
will need some lemmas. We start with a lemma stating the monotonicity of the 
continuation interpretations of the symbols in F. 
Lemma 5.13. I f  f~Ar (V)  is a symbol in Fp, and (cl , . . . ,cp)<~(c~,.. . ,c'p),  then 
Ilfllc(8)(c~,..., c,)<~ Ilfllc(8)<c~,..., c;). 
Proof. From the definition [[f][c(8)(Cl,..., Cp)= As.(ci(s') where I[f[]o(s)=(s', i)) 
and I lf l lc(~)(cI,..., c~>-- As.(c:(s') where IlfHo(s)=(s', i)), which for brevity here 
we shall call F and F', respectively. If F(cr) = a # A-o, then 
a = ci(s') where Itfllo(~)--<s', i)
=c[(s') where llfllo(~)=<s', i> since c,~<~[. 
Since this holds for all ~r, we may conclude that F <~ F'. This concludes the proof 
of the lemma. [] 
Next, we assume known the following fairly obvious fact 
Proposition 5.14. I f  a function is monotonic in each of its arguments, it is monotonic 
on its domain. 
The next lemma we shall need extends the monotonicity of interpreted symbols 
to monotonicity of arbitrary [[ t [[ c. 
Lemma 5.15. For every t ~ Ar(  V) and for each 8 ~ assign, [[ t[[ c (8)  is monotonic. 
Proof. We apply Proposition 5.14, and only need show that, for an arbitrary 
coordinate i, for all ( c~, . . . ,  cp) and (c~, . . . ,  c~), if ( c l , . . . ,  cp) <~ (c~, . . . ,  c~,), then 
II t[I c (8)( c~ , . . . , cp>. i  <~ II t i l e (8 ) (  c'~, . . . , c~).i 
We use induction on the structure of t for the proof. If t is a variable, then, by the 
definition of II-IIc, Iftllc(8)(c~,..., cp>= ±cont for all ( c l , . . . ,  cp). Therefore, 
I lt l l~(8)<c~,...,  ch-- I l t l l~(8)(c~,. . . ,  c~>. 
Now, if t is a surjection symbol (i~ • • - in) where {il," • •, in} = [p],  then 
Iltllc(8)(c~,..., cA.j=c, (l<~j<~ n) 
~< c[j (by hypothesis) 
= [ [ t l l c (8 ) (c~, . . . ,  c',,>.j. 
If the arity of t is 0, Lemma 5.15 holds vacuously. Finally, if t is a symbol f of F 
of arity p, we may apply Lemma 5.13, and the proof of the basis cases of the 
present lemma is complete. Now suppose t is a On.q,p/3 and that the desired result 
holds for a and /3. If we let/3(8)(c~,.., cp)= (c~',..., c~>, then, by the inductive 
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hypothesis for/3, 
(c ' [ ,  . . . , c'~) <~ /3 (  8 ) (c~,  . . . , c~) (9) 
Therefore, 
Iltllc(8)(c~,..., c~)= ~(~)(/3(8)<c~,..., c,)) 
= ~(8)((c7,.. . ,  c:)) 
<--~(8)(/3(8)(c~.. . ,  c~)) 
(by (9) and the induction hypothesis for t~) 
= I lt l lc(8)(c~,.. . ,  c~). 
Now, the only case remaining is to show that the lemma holds if t = a ~ ~,.m.n~.p~/3. 
But this is a consequence of the following. 
• - ,  t C r Observation 5.16. If (c l , . .  , cm)~<(c~,., c,,) and (cm+b... ,  Cn,+n~)<~(,n~+~,..-, 
I I cm+~), then (c l , . . . ,  cn,+,2) ~< (cl,. •., c',+n,). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.15 and we conclude that, for every t ~ Ar (V)  
and 8~assign, Iltllc(8) is monotonic. [] 
We are now ready to prove the final and main result of this section. 
Theorem 5.17. For  every  t ~ Ar(V), 
I lE(t)l lc,..., II~n(t)llc,... is  a cha in .  
Iltilc ~ II/~(t)llc, thus  Iltllc, 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of t. If t is a variable, I[t[[c = 
x&±co.t <~ [[/~(t)llc. Now, if t is a surjection symbol ( i1" "  in) or a symbol fe  
F, /~(t)= t, so equality holds in the statement of the theorem. If t=aon.q,p/3, 
inductively assume that the theorem holds for a and ft. Using the inductive 
hypothesis for fl we have 
11/311c(8)<cl,..., cp>~< 11~(/3)11c(8)<c,,..., cp>. (10) 
Furthermore, 
II,~ o/3llc(8)(c,, . . . ,  cp) 
= 11 '~11c(8) (11 /311c(~)<c~, . . . ,  cp)) 
~< 11,~11c(8)(11E(/3)11c(8)<c~,..., cp)) (Lemma 5.1-5 and (10)) 
<~ II~(~)llc(8)(llP(/3)llc(8)<Cl,..., cp>) (induction hypothesis for a) 
= I1~(~ o/3)11c(8)<c,, . . . ,  c,> 
The proof of the second part of the inductive step (for "~ ") is a simple application 
of the inductive hypotheses and Observation 5.16 [] 
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Corollary 5.18. The set {[I/2i(t)llc l ie  o~} has a least upper bound for any t ~ At (V) .  
Proof. By the previous theorem and Corollary 5.6. [] 
5.7. Interpretations of  systems of flowgraph equations 
At last we are at the point from which we may concisely give interpretations for 
our systems of flowgraph equations. We shall apply Corollary 5.18 to Theorem 5.17 
in order to show that our interpretations are well-defined. The definition of the 
A-interpretation of a system E = ((V~,f~), . . . ,  (Vk,fk)) of flowgraph equations over 
F in a sense recaps the steps we have made in the previous ections. 
Definition 5.19. Let a set of variables V={VI , . . . ,  Vk} and let E= 
(( V1, f~) , . . . ,  ( Vk, fk)) be a system of flowgraph equations over F and A a F-coalgebra. 
Use REP to map the flowgraphs f~ to flowgraph expressions in ALFLru v: c~i = 
REP(f~) (1 ~< i ~< k). Apply New_equations_set to (( V1, a~) , . . . ,  ( Vk, ak)) tO obtain a 
new set of equations over Ar(  V) denoted E' = (( V~, f~}, . . . , ( Vt, fit)), where the first 
k variables of E' are the same as those of E. Let B be the flowgraph interpretation 
algebra corresponding to A. This fixes the definition of I[-I[ c, as described in Section 
5.2. The A-interpretation of  E is the k-tuple of continuation functions (f~,.. .  ,fk) 
where f/=[_Jj II 'J(f,)llc. 
6. Concluding remarks 
Here we have given the continuation semantics for systems of flowgraph equations, 
and proved that it is well-defined. We started off with an example motivated by a 
simple tree traversal problem, intended to give the reader an impression of the sorts 
of primitive interpretations we intend for the basic symbols. The example, however, 
is given a direct semantic~ rather than continuation semantics. Then we gave the 
formal definition of systems of flowgraph equations, and a method for solving them 
which requires eliminating occurrences of the iteration operator by adding new 
equations. Using this idea we prove that every system of flowgraph equations may 
be solved by solving a system of very simple tree equations in a different 'lifted' 
algebra. Breaking equations down is done recursively, and we presented an algorithm 
to do it. 
Next, we presented the continuation semantics for the flowgraph language, and 
showed informally the duality between direct and continuation semantics. We 
defined the fairly standard partial orders on continuations and tuples of continu- 
ations, and showed the existence of least upper bounds. The interpretations of
flowgraph expressions were then given as the unique map extending the interpreta- 
tion of the basic flowgraphs and preserving the composition and pairing operators. 
We proved monotonicity of the interpretation function in two steps, and used this 
in proving the existence of solutions of equations, which has been the basic aim of 
the paper. 
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